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Welcome to 
IMAGIN



Disseminating/Engaging your Data with 
the Public: 

Geoforms, Web Apps, & Story Maps 
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Introduction
Keith Rikli

● Mapping Production Coordinator at DroneView 
Technologies

● GIS Specialist at Giffels Webster

○ GIS Focus: Programming and Web Applications

● City of Toledo

○ Introduced to utilizing GIS as a public 
engagement platform
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● GIS is not just a “System of Record”, but a platform of potential 
interaction and engagement

● How are you using Web Maps now?

○ Are you just a deliver and done shop?
○ Are you (or your client) receiving feedback or interaction about 

the information in your maps?
○ Is there a lot of data to go through in the deliverable? (think 

Master Plan scale)

Depending on your answers, there is an engagement solution for you!

Overview
How to get the Public involved in GIS
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1. The most visible of ESRI Platforms. Most often when one thinks about GIS 
engaging the public, the context is through a web map or native application

2. All it takes is one strong piece of functionality to turn data into information. 
Having that one extra piece of functionality can take a semi-static map into an 
interactive masterpiece (Filters, summaries, and bookmarks are your friend).

3. You do not need to be an expert programmer.  ESRI has a variety of prebuilt 
widgets that will suit most of your needs. For those that are working on a 
self-hosted environment, many more widgets are available from the GIS community 
at little or no cost.

4. Attention to detail is very important in the eyes of the Consumer. While creating 
web maps for public consumption, always remember to keep an eye towards how 
the users are consuming the data.  Customizing popups go a long way. Use Arcade 
Expressions when you can.

ESRI Platforms that can Help:
Web Maps
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 Web Application Sample: SEMCOG Park Finder
https://maps.semcog.org/ParkFinder/

ESRI Platforms that can Help:
Web Maps

https://maps.semcog.org/ParkFinder/
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Web Application Sample: Election Poll Finder
https://statelocaltryit.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=513ed13bf11443c7b27cc54d95fefc06

ESRI Platforms that can Help:
Web Maps

https://statelocaltryit.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=513ed13bf11443c7b27cc54d95fefc06
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Web Application Sample: 3D Survey
http://tryitlive.arcgis.com/3DPublicSurvey/

ESRI Platforms that can Help:
Web Maps

http://tryitlive.arcgis.com/3DPublicSurvey/
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Web Application Sample: Crowdsource Apps
Reporter - https://statelocaltryit.maps.arcgis.com/apps/CrowdsourceReporter/index.html?appid=d079b973b6c94b15bd5b02c77e53ca54
Manager - https://statelocaltryit.maps.arcgis.com/apps/CrowdsourceManager/index.html?appid=e7ef74204521403db9c36e272b231671

Dashboard - https://statelocaltryit.maps.arcgis.com/apps/dashboard/index.html#/b55ff60f627148c3ad5e401786952916

ESRI Platforms that can Help:
Web Maps

https://statelocaltryit.maps.arcgis.com/apps/CrowdsourceReporter/index.html?appid=d079b973b6c94b15bd5b02c77e53ca54
https://statelocaltryit.maps.arcgis.com/apps/CrowdsourceManager/index.html?appid=e7ef74204521403db9c36e272b231671
https://statelocaltryit.maps.arcgis.com/apps/dashboard/index.html#/b55ff60f627148c3ad5e401786952916
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Crowdsource Solution - 

● The problem type categories can be customized to meet your needs
○ You will need to create your own icons for new/altered categories
○ ArcGIS Deployment tool is a great way to modify categories, and to 

add/change domains and fields within a problem category

ESRI Platforms that can Help:
Web Maps
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1. Remove the paper waste! GeoForms are a quick and wonderful way to help 
reduce physical paper clutter for your client by going digital.

2. Instant access to up-to-date information. The moment a submission record is 
entered, it becomes part of the GIS system

3. Faster analysis options. With no need to digitize records, heat-maps/queries/ 
analysis can be done on the data.  It is also possible to re envision the data within 
other maps!

4. Smoother workflows. Who can argue with that!

ESRI Platforms that can Help:
GeoForms
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GeoForm Sample - IMAGIN Map Gallery Submissions
https://imagin.maps.arcgis.com/apps/GeoForm/index.html?appid=6d4b84a28d4d420c8fa467bef9ce3012

ESRI Platforms that can Help:
GeoForms

https://imagin.maps.arcgis.com/apps/GeoForm/index.html?appid=6d4b84a28d4d420c8fa467bef9ce3012
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1. Story Maps are a collection of templates and tools that can convey maps and 
other media together to create a unified message for your maps’ data. Images, 
file documents, and videos can also be incorporated.

2. Story Maps are an extremely powerful platform. As you will see from some of the 
examples, the possibilities are endless and the sky's the limit.  Story Maps can even 
replace traditional powerpoint presentations.

3. Story Map “Inception”. To get the best results, sometimes it is necessary to create 
a story map within a story map within another story map (etc.)!

○ Sample: Tech Village Presentation
https://giffels-webster.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=f2906bf33a7543dbb18a

5d6909d4ecfe
○ Sample: San Bernardino County

https://sbcounty.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=16455652fe4e41d69dceee7538
143631

ESRI Platforms that can Help:
Story Maps

https://giffels-webster.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=f2906bf33a7543dbb18a5d6909d4ecfe
https://giffels-webster.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=f2906bf33a7543dbb18a5d6909d4ecfe
https://sbcounty.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=16455652fe4e41d69dceee7538143631
https://sbcounty.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=16455652fe4e41d69dceee7538143631
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1. Story Map Actions:
○ Story Map Actions are links within your story map that can alter your map or 

page presentation
○ These actions can:

■ Open a new web page (like a URL)
■ Change what medium is displayed in the main screen (switching maps or 

going from images to video to web maps)
■ Turn data layers on and off (great for highlighting different scenarios)
■ Zoom to new extents
■ and more!

Story Map Action Sample: Kingston City Owned Industrial Lots
https://cityofkingston.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=6193c31abcb841b1b98e2c741ba2cc47#

ESRI Platforms that can Help:
Story Maps

https://cityofkingston.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=6193c31abcb841b1b98e2c741ba2cc47#
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1. Presentations. As discussed earlier, using a story map for presentations can be 
easier and more powerful than a powerpoint.

2. Compiled Applications. If you have several maps/apps that are tied to a specific 
content theme, you can bring them into a single URL so public users do not need to 
search around for corresponding applications.

3. Stand Alone Application. Some of the map templates, mainly the crowdsource 
format, can be used as a stand alone to have the public show their own input into 
their neighborhoods and communities.

○ Sample: PictureThis! Brighton
https://giffels-webster.maps.arcgis.com/apps/StoryMapCrowdsource/index.html?appid=26e87e50389949
d0a4c2ebfad8910be4
○ Sample: Road Project Viewer

https://westerville.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Shortlist/index.html?appid=37b3f438706b4f989d515d82ac0d18
c4

  Again, all it takes is slight modifications to turn a useful template of idea into an 
innovative solution!

ESRI Platforms that can Help:
Story Maps - Alternate Uses

https://giffels-webster.maps.arcgis.com/apps/StoryMapCrowdsource/index.html?appid=26e87e50389949d0a4c2ebfad8910be4
https://giffels-webster.maps.arcgis.com/apps/StoryMapCrowdsource/index.html?appid=26e87e50389949d0a4c2ebfad8910be4
https://westerville.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Shortlist/index.html?appid=37b3f438706b4f989d515d82ac0d18c4
https://westerville.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Shortlist/index.html?appid=37b3f438706b4f989d515d82ac0d18c4
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1. AGO Assistant will become your best friend (for those working in an ArcGIS 
Online environment).  Make sure if you make any style format changes, rename 
they style!

○ If you forget to do this, the entire file will become corrupted

2. If you have the IT infrastructure, you can host full versions without using 
ArcGIS Online.  Full code versions for all story map templates are available on 
GitHub.

3. Another great resource for Story Map customization is the Story Map 
Developers corner.

○ https://developerscorner.storymaps.arcgis.com/

Customization/Personalization
Making the App/GeoForm/Story Map your own
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Questions?
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Thank You

Enjoy IMAGIN 2018!

Keith Rikli
keith@droneviewtech.com

616-717-1697


